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INNOVATION FOR THE WORLD
SOLUTIONS FOR YOU

“We have a strong commitment to ensure that we are
providing better opportunities and bringing innovation
to provide multiple lives to natural resources while
heading many initiatives with industry and external
partners to improve circularity and our carbon footprint”

– Tom Salmon, Chairman and CEO
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Innovation

Tailored Solutions

Sustainability

rooted in strong
customer partnerships

by targeting some of the
fastest growing global markets

harnessing the strength of
our people and global expertise

Earnings

Volume Growth

+20%

+4%

v. PY

Revenue

+18%

in FY
2021

Adjusted
EPS $5.80

in FY2021
to
$13.9B

Segments
Fiscal Year Growth
Packaging
Packaging
Hygiene,
+4% Consumer
+3% Consumer
+4% Engineered
+5% Health,
(International)
Materials
(North America)
& Specialties

Innovation for the World
Consumer Recycling

Initial Steps Toward a More
Circular Economy
Wendy’s® sets goal of sustainably sourcing 100% of its
customer-facing packaging by 2026. Berry proposed
moving from a selection of plastic-lined paper cups
with very limited recyclability to single-substrate, clear
plastic drink cups that more consumers will be able to
recycle. Based on a mass balance approach, the cups
will also use 20% ISCC-certified recycled plastic
across all North America restaurants–a quick-service
restaurant industry first.

Resin Production

Advanced Recycling

Click here for more information
Clear cup is not specific to Wendy's design.

39 Total

+12

ISCC Certifications

Ensuring the traceability of recycled and bio-based
polymers through the supply chain.

Safe Harbor Statement | Our commentary may contain forward-looking statements, and Berry undertakes no obligation to update any such
statements to reflect later developments. Factors that could cause actual results to vary materially from those discussed today are provided in
our most recent Annual Report on Form 10-K and subsequent reports filed with the SEC.
Non-GAAP Measures | Includes some non-GAAP measures related to the company’s performance. The reconciliation of those
measures to the most comparable GAAP measures is available at our website ir.www.berryglobal.com.
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